Gateway feature images

Please submit images sized to 3000px wide and 72 dpi in their final crop. The landscape aspect ratio straight from the camera generally works best. At an absolute minimum, 2500px wide can work, but gives us less flexibility for the final crop.

Plan to lose about 140 pixels at the top where the image slides under the navigation for larger window sizes. The red line shows the top of the photos in the examples below.

The caption panel will be positioned on the left or right, so the focus of the image should be cheated left or right to accommodate. The exact position and ratio of the photo and caption adapts fluidly to the browser window, so there’s no hard and fast rule except to don't expect a perfect tight crop. On portrait oriented tablets and phones the image separates from the caption, so that's not a concern on those devices (landscape oriented large tablets behave like a desktop view).

Please send your ideas to gateway-feature@umich.edu for consideration.
THE ART OF WINTER BREAK

Now that winter break is upon us, all is quiet due to closings or reduced hours across the campuses. There are still several activities available at U-M museums this holiday season for faculty, staff and the general public. View the current exhibits.